(2) Pre-Quote Checklist
☐ Design Positioning: On the white area only.
☐ Laser Beam Cuts Away: 0.1 - 0.2mm both sides of cutting lines.
☐ Minimum Part Size: 5.0mm square/diameter.
☐ Minimum Feature Size: 1.0mm wide.
☐ Images (.jpg): Convert to vector using ‘Path > Trace Bitmap’.
☐ Text: Convert to vector using ‘Path > Object to Path’.
☐ Double Lines: Delete using the ‘Edit paths by nodes’ tool.
☐ Clean Material Edges: Add a cutting line to the white perimeter.
☐ Pricing: A simple design = low price.

(3) Get an Instant Quote
1) Delete the example bird design layer from the file to avoid the cost for it.
2) Save your design as an SVG file.
3) Upload this design here: http://www.ponoko.com/quote

This template can only be used for materials with the 24x12 template shown as available. Please check in the material catalog for the material you wish to use.